
4TH GRADE MISSION PROJECT

Student Joseph Silva paints the cardboard church for a model of a California mission being built by fourth-graders as a
class project at Our.

How did the region change because of the mission system? I just remember not being involved in ANY of it!
Students in Riverside Unified and Murrieta Valley Unified school districts can do a variety of projects on the
missions unit, spokespeople there said. Ortega said his children had their skepticism. For the more affluent,
costly prefab mission kits with foam core walls and cardboard roofs were available for purchase.
Advertisement The models were never a part of the official curriculum framework anyway. Granted we had to
write a huge report and visit at least 2 missions, but I think she enjoyed the project! I learned what the El
Camino Real was. I did Soledad! There might be field trips to Missions where students engage in tours or
living history programs, which also spark criticism. They had me sign my name and be in the photos of the
missions we visited! But times, and educational methods, change. Adults remember making their models of
the San Fernando, Santa Barbara or other missions out of cardboard, sugar cubes, popsicle sticks or other
materials around the house â€” or helping their kids work on the big project. It taught me a lot about
California and it was just a fun project. And how did they gain control? Moreover, the mission system was
responsible for much of the loss of native music, song and culture, he said. Years later, her daughter Kaylynn
right, with dad and husband Andrew, back also built a mission model for a school assignment at Lincrest
Elementary School in Yuba City, where the family lives now. The role of curriculum frameworks is to provide
guidance to teachers and administrators. September 24, at pm UPDATED: September 26, at pm For decades,
fourth-grade students in California have had one project that has taken over dining room tables, required piles
of popsicle sticks and kept parents and kids up at night completing it: building a model of one of the 18th- and
19th-century Spanish missions in the state. The Los Angeles Unified School District â€” the second largest
district in the nation â€” will be adopting the new guidelines. And it seems teachers have been easing it out
anyhow, or allowing students to choose a different format to show their understanding of the period. The
highlight for the kids is the chance to play with mud, he said. She helped him, though he led the work. Hey, I
made sure my kid got in on the process though! Uh, no thanks. Other parents have had a longstanding hate
affair with the mission models. Students Victoria Silva, left, and Samantha Ochoa paint the walls on a model
of a California mission being built by fourth-graders as a class project at Our Lady of Grace School in Encino
on January 20,  Criticism[ edit ] The California 4th Grade Mission Project can be controversial depending on
several factors. Building or assembling a replica or original mission [6] [ circular reference ] Tests or quizzes.
You have Missions as "good": Missions as cultural centers for Indigenous Californians, omitting the practice
of conversion sometimes coercively to Roman Catholicism and occasions of Indigenous Californians attacking
missions All Indigenous Californians were happy with the Franciscans and Spanish government Franciscan
padres hailed as being a protector of Indigenous Californians and their lands and you have Missions as "bad"
Franciscan and the Spanish soldiers brought diseases that killed man [4] [ circular reference ] Previous cultural
practices of Indigenous Californians being forbidden or replaced Indigenous Californians were slaves [5]
Additionally in some school districts and schools, especially those near Missions or Presidios, this topic
naturally takes on a larger picture.


